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Abstract 
In t b  thesis, we have investigated and proposed a f~amework for multiresalution analys~~ 
and reconstruction, and m u l t d e  edge detection uslng Radon space approach We have 
studied the problem of multlscale edge detectm hectly from projection data It ls 
shown that IRT (Inverse Radon Transform) of a smoothmg function reconstructs a 2-D 
radial smoothing functlon T ~ E  proof has been extended to show that IRT of set of 1-D 
wavelets is a 2-D radial wavelet The relationshp between the gradrent and zero crossing 
edge detection operator m Image space and the corresponhg operators m projection 
space has been denved T h  forms the bass for multlscale edge detection algorithms 
Further ~t is shown that IRT of wavelet coefficients obtamed uslug I-D spline wavelets 
does not gve good edge results 1-D sphe  wavelets need to be weighted wth cos0 and 
sm6, where 0 is the projection angle, sa that the 2-D wavelet coefficients reconstructed 
usmg CBP algonthm correspond to partlal denwtlve images m image domam A truly 
gradient Image can be formed wth these partial denvative nnages w l c h  ls used for edge 
detection. 
Mutlscale edge detection algorithms based on above analysls are classified m to two 
classes First class of algorithms are based on gradent approach for detectmg edges and 
the second class of algonthms are based on detect~on of zero crossmgs Different post 
processing techniques such as direct thresholdmg, traclang and Block Iterative Threshold 
Selection are proposed. Drfferent edge detect~on algonthms based on these post processmg 
techruques are presented under each class. 
The e f b c y  of the proposed algonthms IS shown for mult~resolution reconstruction 
and multlscale edge detection using Radon space approach. The performance of these 
algorithms is studied for both ongnal and nos! images The performance of a new Block 
Iterative Threshold Selection algonthm LS found to be equally good as compared to the 
algorithm involving tracking as one of the post processmg techruque for edge detection It 
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was concluded that m general, edge information IS captured well at  2nd scale m multlscale 
edge analysis and that lgher  order sphes  may be needed for hlgly nosy images 
